Strategic Planning Report

Ranked in order of Program Priorities voted on at the
July 13, 2013 Strategic Planning Retreat

1. Uphold the Termination of Bomb-Usable Plutonium Activities at Livermore Lab; Prevent Transport of Nuclear Bomb Cores
2. Stop New Bombs & Bomb Plants; Shrink the Weapons Complex, Arsenal and Budget
3. Ensure the Cleanup of Pollution at the Livermore Lab Main Site and Site 300
4. Prevent the Use of Plutonium in the National Ignition Facility (NIF); Cut NIF’s Budget and Promote its Removal from NNSA Control
5. (Tie) Advocate a “Green Lab”; Transform Livermore and Sandia Labs
6. (Tie) Promote Global Nuclear Disarmament, Non-Proliferation and the “Rule of Law” Instead of the Rule of Force
7. Obtain Justice for Sick Workers; Focus on Livermore and Sandia Workers Made Ill by on the Job Exposures